
Product Description 
LED Moving Head Light,Stage Light,Moving Head Light,LED Moving Head Spot,LED Stage 
Light, Stage Light,LED Light, LED Disco Light 
  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Model: MHLED 60D 
8 colors + white+Rainbow color spin at variable speeds 
Variable electronic dimmer 0-100%,and 1-10 times/s,0-20Hz high speed Variable 
electronic strobe effect 
PAN 450° Tilt 270°,Pan/Tilt speed user-selectable,Pan/Tilt rangest reverse,Pan/Tilt 
movement,Blackout 
Precise adjustment on horizontal and vertical position 
Precise speed adjustment on horizontal and vertical position 
2-motor motivated on both pan and tilt movement 
Stopper function on the rotating effect wheel and position moving 
Gobo wheel 1: 
     9 gobos + open,Gobo shake,Gobo wheel spin at variable speeds 
Gobo wheel 2: 
     Indexed, rotating gobo wheel with gobo shake 
     7 slot-n-lock gobos + open, 2 glass, 5 metal,Gobo wheel spin at variable speeds 



3-facet rotating prism 
Remote fixture reset  
255 user-programmable steps without DMX controller 
Move-in-black for pan/tilt 
Built-in automated programs  
Built-in sound activated programs  
High-powered, 60 W LED 
User-selectable pan/tilt ranges 
Automatic pan/tilt correction  
Reset to factory settings option 
User-selectable basic or advanced operating modes 
Easy access door for gobo change 
Pattern internal light rotating function, freely adjusting fast , low speed , clockwise and 
anticlockwise  
Dislocation automatic recovery, electronic automatic positioning 
3-facet prism,LCD display, 
Cooling:Forced air convection 
Flame-retardant plastic housing 
Built-in over heat protection and high voltage protection 
Compatible with DMX 512 international digital signal 
According to various kinds of safety standards,IP20 protect grades, The cable accords to 
the CE20/22 standard 
Shipping & Responsibility  
We will delivery all the items by DHL , UPS, FeDex, EMS or TNT. Please send the 
available phone number and right address for fast and safe delivery. 
Return items must be the problem of product itself, not Wrong manipulation by user. 
Refund would be workable upon receipt of the returned product. 
Buyer is responsible for all return shipping charge. 
                            Guarantee 
we guarantee that all the product have been shipped after the testing , if there any damage 
caused in transit , we can not control the entire process , if so , we are happy to 
communicate with the buyer friendly solution. 

Items have 2 YEAR warranty.  
 



 



 



	  


